
8 Ounce Popping Instructions 

      DO NOT TOUCH THE KETTLE or PUT YOUR HAND INSIDE WHILE
      POPPING. DO NOT LEAVE THIS UNIT UNATTENDED. DO NOT USE 
      SMOKING OILS.

User must be an adult who has received instructions of use. To familiarize yourself with the machine, 
we suggest making one simple batch with just oil and popcorn as a trial run before adding flavoring.

1. Turn both the kettle heat and kettle motor switches “ON.”.
2. Wait 3-4 Minutes for the kettle to fully heat up.
3. Load the kettle with oil and kernels only; 1/3 cup of oil and 1cup of kernels. If using popcorn 

packets you may add entire contents at this time (skip to step 6 if no flavoring).
4. If adding flavoring; Wait 40 seconds.
5. Add ½ Cup of Glaze Pop or other flavoring directly to the kettle. Be careful with your hands 

HOT!
6. Pull the lid down and close the door closest to the kettle. Leave the other door ajar to let out 

steam. 
7. Your popcorn will pop in about a minute.
8. When you hear it is nearly complete, use the arm to dump the popcorn out of the kettle. Do not 

wait until nothing is popping as this will burn the kettle.
9. You can add salt to popped popcorn if you desire.
10. REPEAT

11. When you are done or if taking a break, turn both switches “OFF” and unplug the unit.
12. NEVER LEAVE THE HEAT ON WHEN YOU ARE NOT POPPING.

Cleaning Instructions 

CAUTION: A hot kettle will cause burns if you touch it with your hand. Allow kettle to cool at least 1 
hour before attempting to clean. DO NOT use ice or water to cool down a hot kettle! Severe kettle 
damage will result! Patience is required.

1. When completely cool, wipe the outside of the kettle with a clean, soft cloth. 
2. Dispose unused popcorn in the trash.
3. Using a clean, SLIGHTLY water damp cloth, wipe excess grease from the doors and cabinet.
4. You do not need to clean the inside of the kettle.

DO NOT use water or oven cleaners or abrasive materials near the kettle or electrical as they will 
damage the unit.
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